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1. Introduction

In Japan, the experimental fast reactor Joyo has successfully
completed its operation program of MK-I core (50, 75 MWt) and now pre-
paring for the power increase to 100 MWt (MK-II core). The prototype
LMBFR Monju has finished the first stage of licensing and is waiting for
the second stage by the Nuclear Safety Commission.

Considerations of sodium fires are very important for the design and
licensing of LMFBRs. Continuing effort has been made in the study of
sodium fires and their consequences since the beginning of the Japanese
fast breeder reactor development program. Recent effort is mainly
focussed on studies related to Monju, especially on the design and
testing of primary cell liners against large sodium spills. Experimental
and analytical studies on sodium fires, water release from concrete and
sodium concrete reactions are conducted as a part of this study. Some
extinguishing agents are also tested against sodium fires. In addition,
considerable effort is being made in the development of detection systems
for the small sodium leaks before a pipe rupture. This paper briefly
summarizes the Japanese status of these sodium fire related activities
conducted by Fast Breeder Reactor Development Project of the Power Reac-
tor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC).

2. Sodium Fire Experiments and Computer Codes

£ool_F_ires

Early sodium pool fire experiments were carried out at the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) using a 3.2 m? steel vessel.
Sodium combustion rate was determined by three different methods for
various sodium burning areas, initial sodium temperatures and initial
oxygen contents in the vessel. The following results were obtained:

(1) Sodium combustion race in a closed atmosphere was nearly constant
during the time its continued to burn.

(2) The rate determined by the oxygen consumption was 0.5 to 1.1
kg/m2min at initial sodium temperatures of around 500°C and initial
oxygen content of 21 volume percent. The rate depended on the ratio
of combustion area and floor area of the vessel, showing a higher
value at a smaller combustion area.

(3) By the comparison of oxygen consumption and heat generation, the
principal chemical reaction in a closed atmosphere was found to be
sodium mono-oxide formation. In the case of open atmosphere,
however, sodium dioxide formatior was observed.

These results were used for the safety analysis of Joyo.

To study the thermodynamic response of Monju cells into which sodium
could leak, a 21 m3 test cell of steel-lined concrete was built at
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). The cell can hold up to 1500 Kg of
sodium (max. temp. 550°C) under varying oxygen contents. Two pool fire
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tests were conducted in inerted atmosphere. 2) The cell pressure and tem-
peratures of the cell gas, pool, walls, celling and floor were measured
and compared with SOFIRE-MII predictions. The code is a modified version
of U.S. code S0FIRE-II.3) The comparison showed that both the gas
pressure and temperature changes agree within 20%.^) The study also
yielded radiation emissivity of the pool and the effective comhustion
rate of sodium under low oxygen contents. Since then the code "has "been
widely used for temperature and pressure analyses of sodium leaks in
cells of Monju.

Columnar sodium fire tests were also conducted using the cell.2) The
sodium is spilled in a columnar fall into a pan and pool-burned. During
the columnar leak, pressure and temperature of the cell gas increased
rapidly and showed a sharp peak which was not observed in pool fires.
The peak pressure and temperature were higher than those of the maximum
values in the following pool fire, but not too severe. In case of air
filled cell tests, an extremely high sodium combustion rate was observed
during the sodium leak. This is considered to be due to the effect of
entrained spray on the ruffled surface of the column and/or dispersed
spray by inpingement of the column on the floor. During these tests the
catch pan and cell liners were intact. The Monju cell liner systems are
designed based on the experiences of these tests.

j>pray_ Fire£

Spray combustion analysis is needed for some sodium leaks. To study
the characteristics of sodium spray fires, small-scale experiments were
carried out using a 2 m3 vessel at Hitachi, Ltd. The detail of the
experiments was reported in the previous meeting at Cardarache in
1978.5) A maximum of 400 g of sodium was injected through a 2.2 cm
diameter spray nozzle at the bottom of the vessel, at flow rates of 30 to
50 g/sec. By the measurements of pressure, temperature and oxygen con-
centration changes, the following results were obtained.

1) The gas pressure in the vessel increases rapidly at the beginning and
then slowly reaches a peak value before the end of sodium injection.
Observed peak gauge pressures were smaller by factors of 2 to 7 than
those calculated by the assumption of complete combustion in an
adiabatic condition.

2) Observed oxygen consumption was not more than 802 of that expected by
complete combustion.

3) The temperature distribution in the spray zone indicated higher com-
bustion rate in the outer regions than in the inner regions.

To analyze the above experiments quantitatively a computer code
"SOFIA" was developed.6) The code takes into account of the size distri-
bution of sodium droplets. Each droplet has a certain flame surface,
inside of which the mass and heat transport are given by diffusion and
conduction, respectively, while outside the surface they are by convec-
tion. The experiments were analyzed by the SOFIA code and an excellent
agreement was obtained. A further upgrade of the code is designated
SOFIA-2.

A comparison of SOFIA-2 predictions with those of the U.S. code
SPRAY-3?) was accomplished for several sodium spray experiments. 8) in
case of small-scale experiments, SOFIA-2 shows better precdictions. In
case of larger experiments like CSTF in U.S. 9), however, SOFIA-2 shows
poor predictions. The heat transport model within the vessel is very
simple in SOFIA-2. This may limit its applicability to larger vessels.
The code is being upgraded by taking into account the convection model
within the vessel which is similar to SPRAY-3. Preliminary results show
that the convective heat transfer between the spray zone and outer region
plays a very important role in the calculation of average temperature and
pressure of the vessel. Currently, SPRAY-3 is used for the safety analy-
sis of Monju, with small modifications on the heat structures of the
wall.
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Medium scale sodiua spray experiments are under way -using the 21 m-3
vessel at MH1. About 6 experiments will be accomplished at various oxy-
gen contents and humidity. Water tests to characterize the droplet
distribution in sodium leaks are also planned. The data will be used to
upgrade and validate the computer codes.

3. Small Sodium Leak Detection System

All sodium system cells are so designed as to accommodate sodium
leaks. Nevertheless, it is desirable to detect small leaks before they
grow to larger ones. Two different sodium leak detection and location
systems will be applied to Monju; one is a conventional electrical
resistance detection system and the other is an aerosol type detection
system. The latter is developed especially for the detection of small
sodium leaks before a pipe break.

In the aerosol type leak detection system, the annulus atmosphere
between the sodium pipe and thermal insulation will be continuously
sampled and monitored by sodium aerosol detectors. A sodium ionization
detector (SID) and a differential pressure detector (DPD) have been deve-
loped for the leak detection system. An integrated system performance
test is under way using a mock-up of the primary heat transport system
pipe and insulation. Tests in a secondary sodium system environment are
also planned.

4. Testing of Sodium Fire Extinguishers

Testing of sodium fire extinguishers is continuing.10) Three kinds
of extinguishing powder, A, B and C were manufactured for t r i a l by one
of the Japanese chemical companies. The principal ingredients of A, B
and C are sodium carbonate, sodim chloride and carbon, respectively.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis
(DTA) were performed. For powder A, more than 2% weight loss and an
exothermic phenomenon are observed at 280 to 350°C. They are presumed
to result from the ignition of additives. Endothermic phenomena are
observed at 840°C and they are presumed to result from the fusion of
sodium carbonate. For powder B, some weight loss and two endothemic phe-
nomena are observed at 180 to 280°C. They seem to result from the decom-
position of additives. Endothermic phenomena are observed 800°C and
apparently result from the fusion of the main ingredients. ?or powder C,
about 6% weight loss and endothermic phenomena are observed at 100°C.
They are estimated to be the release of water which is contained in the
powder. Endothermic behavior is observed at about 500°C and apparently
due to the fusion of some ingredients.

These extinguishers are tested for effectiveness against sodium fire
and sodium leaks from horizontal pipes and vert ical pipes. Powder C
showed the best performance among them. However, the powder is somewhat
cohesive. Further improvement of the powder is under way. The detail of
the tests will be reported in Session I I I of this meeting.ll)

5. Effect of Sodium Spills on Plant Structures

J)ej_ij>n_arid_Te_sĴ ing_of_ jCen_Liners_

Concrete surfaces of Monju primary cel ls will be fully covered with
steel l ine rs . The liners should be intact even in case of massive sodium
leaks. No conventional design standards are available for such
steel/concrete structures at high temperatures. To confirm the adequacy
of the cell l iner design which has been developed for Monju, a sodium
sp i l l test was conducted on a typical floor liner of primary heat
transport system ce l l s . A concrete structure o f 4 m x 5 m x l . 8 m was
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fabricated in a 250 m^ test cell at MHI. Two floor liner panels (1 m x^
3 m, each) were installed in the concrete well by welding. About 1.2 m 0

of 500°C sodium was spilled on the liner specimen in a nitrogen
atmoshphere. The sodium temperature decreased to 240°C due to heat
transfer to the surroundings, and it was heated again up to 500°C by
electric heaters.

The liner was intact under these drastic conditions. Displacement of
the liner surface was measured during and after the sodium spill experi-
ments. Observed displacement showed fairly good agreement with the pre-
dicted values. The adequacy of the Monju cell liner design is now
confirmed experimentally. It was also demonstrated that the venting
system behind the liner works quite well to vent water vapor released
from the heated concrete.

W_ate_r JjteLejLse. £rom_Concrete

As is mentioned above concrete primary cells are lined with steel to
prevent sodium/concrete reactions. However, in case of large sodium
leaks, concrete will be heated to more than 100°C and will release water
vapor. This will cause a pressure buildup behind the liners. The
pressure should be limited as should the thermal stress to maintain the
liner intact. Experimental studies on water release from concrete were
carried out so that the results could be applied to the design of the
vent system. The detail of the studies will be presented in Session IV
of this meeting.12) An integrated test revealed that maximum water
release rate from concrete will be 3.9 kg/m2h, in the case of primary
sodium leaks.

Reactions

Although concrete surface of the primary cells are lined with steel,
sodium concrete n action studies are important to evaluate the thermal
margins of containment systems. Small scale experiments were carried out
using serpentine concrete and plain concrete specimens. Hydrogen genera-
tion was observed. The n maining structural strength of the reacted
concrete depends on the reaction temperature. When reacted with sodium
at 400°C, the concrete itself was not destroyed. When reacted at 550°C,
however, the concrete matrix itself was almost completely destroyed.
This is considered to be due to the decomposition of calcium hydroxide in
the matrix. The detail of the study will be presented in Session IV of
this meeting.12)

A computer code CEDAN was developed for the analysis of the contain-
ment cell atmosphere in postulated severe accidents including sodium
concrete reactions. The code calculates the pressure and temperature
history of up to four cells which may be inter-connected among themselves
and to the outside. Additional sodium concrete reaction experiments are
under way and the results will be used to upgrade and validate the sodium
concrete reaction model of CEDAN.

6. Concluding Remarks

Japanese efforts in sodium fires have somewhat stressed primary
sodium leaks. Anticipating the Construction Permit of Monju in the near
future, secondary sodium leaks are gaining more attention. Secondary
sodium leaks are not serious from a radiological point of view;
nevertheless, the effects on plant structures are potentially much larger
than primary sodium leaks because of the air atmosphere in secondary
system areas. The accomodation of massive aerosols resulting from sodium
fires will also be a problem. To study and develop the mitigation
systems for secondary sodium fires, an extensive experimental program is
planned at 0-arai Engineering Center of PNC.
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